Reduction of metal artifacts from alloy hip prostheses in computer tomography.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of reducing artifacts from large metal implants with gemstone spectral imaging (GSI) and metal artifact reduction software (MARS). Twenty-three in-vivo cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloy total hip prostheses were prospectively scanned by fast kV-switching GSI between 80 and 140 kVp. The computed tomography images were reconstructed with monochromatic energy and with/without MARS. Both subjective and objective measurements were performed to assess the severity of metal artifacts. Increasing photon energy was associated with reduced metal artifacts in GSI images (P < 0.001). Combination of GSI with MARS further diminished the metal artifacts (P < 0.001). Artifact reduction at 3 anatomical levels (femoral head, neck, and shaft) were evaluated, with data showing that GSI and MARS could reduce metal artifacts at all 3 levels (P = 0.011, P < 0.001, and P = 0.003, respectively). Nevertheless, in certain cases, GSI without MARS produced more realistic images for the clinical situation. Proper usage of GSI with/without MARS could reduce the computed tomography artifacts of large metal parts and improve the radiological evaluation of postarthroplasty patients.